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Abstract: 

Don’t cry for us, so say the women 

We have the voice and that we have the strength; 

We need to share our aspirations and resolve 

To build a world where we are equal 

Women participation and management area unit elementary ladies's rights to facultative women 

to own management over their lives and place forth influence in society. 

.Ministry of Labor and Employment has taken variety of initiatives within the field of ability 

development and employment as an example, training of trainers, Vocational Training for girls is 

being conducted by Advanced coaching Institutes and Regional education Institutes surpass the 

Ministry. Skill is the bridge between job and workforce. Skills development could be a key to up 

householdproductivity, employability and income-earning opportunities for women and also for 

enhancing sustainable rural development and livelihoods. 
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Introduction 

Women constitute about 48% of the total population of the country..Because of lack of 

acceptance from the male dominant society, Indian women suffer immensely. Women area unit 

accountable for stripping youngsters, yet they are 

malnourished and in poor health. Women are overworked within the field and complete the all of 

the domestic work. Most Indian women are uneducated. 

Women have perpetually been marginalized and relegated to the standing of defeated category 

within the Indian society. Due to lack of specific implementation of plans, native communities 

particularly ladies have remained outside the scope and edges of presidency schemes and 

programmes. Women haven't actively participated in their release thanks to their lack of 

economic independence and illiteracy. There is a necessity to handle the difficulty by raising the 

standing of girls. The key lies in ladies management through economic self-reliance and better 

awareness levels on social, political and legal problems through mobilization. There is conjointly 

a necessity to acknowledge and emphasize the varied roles of girls like procreative, productive 

and community management 

. ladies ought to be organized and strong at the grass root level to finish their subordination. 

Skills and information area unit the engines of economic process and social development of any 

country .Countries with higher and better levels of knowledge and skills respond more 

effectively and promptly to challenges and opportunities of globalization. India is in transition to 

a information based mostly economy and its competitive edge are 

determined by the skills of its individuals to make, share and use knowledge more effectively. 

Concept of Women Empowerment 

Empowerment is that the method of skyrocketing the capability of people or teams to create 

selections and to rework those selections into desired action sand outcomes. Empowerment of 

girls suggests that developing them as additional aware people, who are politically active, 

economically productive and independent and are able to make intelligent 

discussion in matters that affect them. Women management as a plan was outlined as distribution 

of social power and management of resources in favour of girls. In its definition of girls 

management, the United Nation Development Fund for girls (UNDFW) includes factors like (1) 

exploit information and understanding of gender relations and therefore the manner in which 
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these relations may be changed; and (2)Developing a sense of self worth, a belief in one' s ability 

to secure desired changes and the right to control one's life 

The National Mission for Empowerment of Women (NMEW) was launched by the GoI with the 

aim to strengthen generally processes that promote all-round development of women. One in all 

the key methods of NMEW is- investment in talent and entrepreneurship development, 

microcredit, education and SHG development for economic direction of girls. This finely 

conveys that mere imparting literacy would not be sufficient; the women need vocational 

training or skills also to be able to stand 

Women have been taking increasing interest in recent years in income generating activities, self-

employment and entrepreneurship that also lead to property rights, political representation, social 

equality,personalright,familydevelopment,marketdevelopment,communitydevelopmentnt and at 

last national development. 

sic in skill development landscape in India at presSkill development for the unorganized sector 

Approximately 93 per cent of the country's workforce is in the unorganized sector. The sector 

cuts across all economic activities and includes rural and concrete areas. It contributes to about 

60 percent of the country's GDP. Strengthening the skill 

base of the unorganized sector can improve productivity, working conditions, labour rights, 

social security and living standards. Separate institutional mechanism are explored which can 

inter-alia set up, implement and monitor the skill development efforts for the unorganized sector. 

The mode of informal place and learning are recognized and accommodated within the NVQF to 

assist in horizontal and vertical quality 

Conclusion: 

In spite of the huge task ahead with many intrinent ,it is believed that the Government of India 

has been adequate attention on skilling the women as per world standards. The separate ministry 

for talent Development and Entrepreneurship schemes clearly gave the cloister for talent 

development in Republic of India. The missions - talent {india|India|Republic of Republic of 

India|Bharat|Asian country|Asian nation} and - create in India shall return to exercise only if all 

the stakeholders involved viz .government, coaching establishments, business and additional 

significantly, the women work hand-in-had under a structured. 
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